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Abstract— Many TDMA- and CSMA-based protocols
try to obtain fair channel access and to increase channel
utilization. It is still challenging and crucial in Wire-
less Sensor Networks (WSNs), especially when the time
synchronization cannot be well guaranteed and consumes
much extra energy. This paper presents a localized and on-
demand scheme ADC to adaptively adjust duty cycle based
on quorum systems. ADC takes advantages of TDMA and
CSMA and guarantees that (1) each node can fairly access
channel based on its demand; (2) channel utilization can
be increased by reducing competition for channel access
among neighboring nodes; (3) every node has at least one
rendezvous active time slot with each of its neighboring
nodes even under asynchronization. The latency bound of
data aggregation is analyzed under ADC to show that
ADC can bound the latency under both synchronization
and asynchronization. We conduct extensive experiments
in TinyOS on a real test-bed with TelosB nodes to evaluate
the performance of ADC. Comparing with B-MAC, ADC
substantially reduces the contention for channel access and
energy consumption, and improves network throughput.

Index Terms—Duty Cycle; Quorum Systems; Media
Access Control; Wireless Sensor Networks

I. I NTRODUCTION

WSNs have been applied in various environments
such as ecological surveillance [1]. Because of hard-
ware limitation, sensor nodes have limited energy and
unprecise clocks. Various approaches have been designed
to save energy and improve some network performances
on throughput, delay and per-node fairness. In order to
achieve good cooperation among nodes, synchronization
protocols, e.g FTSP [2], were proposed but considerable
energy and time were consumed especially in large scale
networks as well. How to design protocols to guarantee
the communication among nodes under the asynchronous
network becomes a very critical and challenging prob-
lem. Media Access Control (MAC) protocols let nodes
to know when and how to access common channels [3].
Some popular MAC protocols, such as TDMA- and
CSMA-based, were designed to share communication
medium among nodes by assigning each node some fixed
active time slots in TDMA or by letting nodes locally
contest their channel access in CSMA. Both of two types
of protocols try to build a physically connected network
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while controlling nodes’ active time period in order
to reduce energy consumption and improve network
throughput.

TDMA has the advantage that time slots are previ-
ously scheduled to each node. Therefore, a network can
achieve high channel utilization under high media access
contention and reduce collision among neighbors with
a low cost when their clocks are well synchronized.
But TDMA also has some disadvantages [3], some of
which are caused by clock asynchronization. B-MAC [4]
adopts Low Power Listening (LPL) to solve communica-
tion failure caused by clock asynchronization. Although
CSMA doesn’t austerely require the clock synchroniza-
tion, it cannot achieve channel utilization as high as
TDMA and costs additional time and energy on channel
access contention. Thus some hybrid MAC protocols,
such as B-MAC [4], S-MAC [3] and T-MAC [5], com-
bining the strengths of both TDMA and CSMA, were
proposed. These MAC protocols essentially adopt the
LPL technique or improved LPL to allievate localized
asynchronization problem. However, they cannot avoid
channel contention and obtain channel allocation fairness
in many scenarios [6]. Thus another challenging problem
is to decrease the unfair contention for medium access
without synchronization while increasing the channel
allocation fairness.

This paper designs a localized scheme, named Adjust-
ment of Duty Cycle (ADC), based onQuorum Systems
(QS) [7], to adaptively adjust the duty cycle of each
node. A QS is a set of subsets of a universe set such
that every pair of subsets intersect with no empty. In
recent years, QS is applied to establish control chan-
nels in dynamic spectrum access networks [8], to save
power [9], and to maximize throughput in limited infor-
mation multiparty MAC [10]. ByADC, each node can
select sufficient amount of active time slots, composing
a setς ⊂ T (called a quorum) according to the amount
of its demand while it can sleep to save energy at its
rest time in a period. Therefore, its duty cycle|ς |/|T | is
adaptively adjusted when the amount of active time slots
|ς | is changed. Each node will inform its neighbors of
a quorum it selected thus the channel contention among
them is decreased. The contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• ADC can adaptively adjust duty cycle by demand, and
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increase the channel allocation fairness comparing with
existing contention-based MAC protocols.
• ADC guarantees each pair of nodes having sufficient
rendezvous active time to implement demand, and the
worst case of channel utilization is lower bounded.
• By the rotation closure property and intersection
property of QS, the successful connectivity of a whole
network is guaranteed even under asynchronization so
no extra energy is consumed on synchronization.
• This paper analyzes the performance ofADC under
data aggregation, and derives the impact of QS load on
network delay, which is defined as a duration from one
moment some data is sampled to another that all data is
received by the sink.

The organization of this paper is as follows. We first
give the network model, formulate our problem and
introduce the QS technology in Section II. In Section III,
we design our protocolADC and address its preliminary
properties. Under clock synchronization and asynchro-
nization, the performances ofADC are presented when
certain demand is implemented in Section IV and V
respectively. In Section VI, we implement our scheme
ADC in a real test-bed consisting of TelosB nodes and
evaluate its performance on real systems. Section VII
tells the relative work in recent years. The work of paper
is concluded in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARY

A. Network Model and Quorum System

We formulate a network by a graphG(V,E), whereV
(or E) is a set of all nodes (or edges). Letn denote the
number of total nodes ands denote an only sink in the
network. Each node is assigned a unique ID. A radius of
the networkG with respect tos, denote byR, is defined
as the maximum distance (hops) betweens and those
nodes inG. This paper studies the duty cycle adjustment
under several popular interference models (denoted by
I ): RTS/CTS, protocol model and physical model [11].

QS, denoted byΩ, was used and introduced in pre-
cious papers [12][13][8]. A QSΩ ⊂ 2T , containing
quorums, denoted byQ, is a set of subsetsς of T , where
T = {τ1, · · · , τm} is a period and composes ofm time
slots. A rotation of a quorumQ is defined asS (Q,
i)={(τj + i) modm|τj ∈ Q}, wherei is a non-negative
integer. Some QSs satisfy therotation closure property,
i.e. ∀i ∈ {0, · · · ,m − 1} : Q1 ∩ S (Q2, i) 6= ∅, where
Q1, Q2 ∈ Ω.

Lemma 1: Grid, torus and cyclic QS all satisfy the
rotation closure property [13].

B. Problem Statement

Two neighboring nodesu andv can communicate with
each other in WSNsiff they have at least one rendezvous

active time slot. When a network is asynchronous,i.e. the
clock of each nodeu has a shifttuδ ≥ 0 from real time,
the set ofu’s active time slotsςu accordingly has a shift,
i.e. ς ′u = ςu + {tuδ }. The following equation should be
satisfied if a pair of neighboring nodes can communicate
with each other under asynchronization.

∀u, v ∈ V andv ∈ ϑu : ς ′u ∩ ς ′v 6= ∅, ς ′u, ς
′
v ⊂ T (1)

whereϑu is a communication set centered at a nodeu
and a set containingu and those nodes in its communica-
tion range. Here, we call a pair of nodes as neighboring
when they respectively belong to the communication set
of each other. Equation (1) means a pair of neighboring
nodes can be physically connected even under asyn-
chronization if their active time slot sets are properly
designed.

We define a parameterdemand D to indicate the
amount of data needed to transmit or receive in unit time.
Notice that Equation (1) indicates a pair of neighboring
nodes should have not only common active time but
also enough time to finish all of its demand. This paper
aims to deriving ademand condition so that each nodeu
can implement its demand by locally choosing a subset
ς ′u ⊂ T to guarantee each pair of nodes inϑu satisfying
Equation (1). To obtain the purpose, this paper designs
the localized duty cycle adjustment schemeADC.

III. QUORUM SYSTEM BASED TIME SLOT

ASSIGNMENT

This section presents our designing ofADC and
analyzes its properties. These properties indicateADC
can achieve better solution than existing protocols on fair
medium access even under asynchronization as described
in Section I.

A. Designing of ADC

ADC lets each nodeu obtain a time slot setςu
so that three following conditions can be satisfied:①

Equation (1);② Demand condition;③ The active time
is minimized to save energy.

ADC consists of two steps. The first step is to design
quorums in a grid QS, denote byΩg. In the second step,
each node locally selects its quorum base on one-hop
information about selected quorums.

At the first step, we construct a grid QSΩg with the
size ⌈√m⌉ × ⌈√m⌉ based on a periodT as shown in
Figure 1. The time slots fromT are allocated into the
grids ofΩg from right to left in a row-major manner as
shown in Figure 1. In each period, nodeu requires a set
of time slotsςu to afford of its demandDu. The relation
between the cardinality ofςu, denoted byκu, andDu is
κu = Du|T |

̺
, where̺ is the data rate. Thus we design
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Fig. 1. A grid QSΩg contains
T . There are⌈√m⌉ rows and
columns inΩg .
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Fig. 2. Qu andQv overlap at
3th line and column.

a quorumQu for u andQu contains⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ rows and
columns.

Rule 1 [Quorum Design]: The quorumsQi ∈ Ωg are
organized by fromith to i+ ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉th rows and from

ith to i+⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉th columns, where the row and column
numbers are labeled as shown in Figure 1 andi ∈ Z+

and i ≤ √
m+ 1− ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉.
At the second step, we design a quorum selection

method for each node as described in Algorithm 1, in
which “a quorumQi is occupied” means that|Qi∩Qj | >
⌈DiDjm

2̺2 ⌉, i 6= j whenQi is selected earlier thanQj.
Figure 2 shows thatQu is occupied byQv if Qu is
selected earlier thanQv. Notice that the parameterK in
Algorithm 1 will be discussed in Lemma 7 and 8. Its
value is determined in advance.

Algorithm 1 Quorum Selection
Input : Ωg, which is allocated time slots fromT .
Output : Each nodev ∈ ϑu is allocated a quorum.

1: v ∈ ϑu sets a positive naturalk = 1;
2: v sets a listLo storing the quorums occupied by

others.
3: while ϑu 6= ∅ do
4: v randomly selects a quorumQi with equal prob-

ability, wherei = 1, · · · , ⌈√m + 1⌉ − ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉;

5: if Qi was occupied andk ≤ K then
6: Add Qi into Lo;
7: v selects another quorumQj , i 6= j andQj /∈

Lo; k + = 1;
8: end if
9: Setk = 1 and deletev from ϑu.

10: end while
11: v informs its neighbors of its quorum in a message.

B. Properties of ADC

The properties ofADC includesphysical connectivity,
maximum demand and maximum load. We analyze the
effect ofADC on network connectivity when the clocks
are either synchronous or asynchronous.

The physical connectivity.Physical connectivity is the
preliminary condition under which nodes can commu-
nicate with each other and implement their demand.
In this paper, physical connectivity means thetime-to-
rendezvous, which is the amount of rendezvous slots
between arbitrary nodesu and v. If a node v ∈ ϑu

andu are physically connected, the time-to-rendezvous
between them should be at least one slot.

By ADC, the physical connectivity under both
clock synchronization and asynchronization are different.
When the clock is synchronous, we can easily obtain
Lemma 2. For example, two quorumsQu and Qv

respectively contain one row and one column in Figure 1.
They rendezvous at the time slot 11 and 26. Thus they
are physically connected and have two rendezvous active
time slots. If one node (for examplev) chooses a used
quorumQu as the instance in Line 5 of Algorithm 1,
then two quorums (for example,Qv andQu) have more
than two rendezvous time slots.

Lemma 2: If two arbitrary nodesu and v ∈ ϑu are
respectively allocated quorumsQu andQv according to
Algorithm 1, they have at least⌈DuDvm

2̺2 ⌉ rendezvous
active time slots when clocks are synchronous.

When clocks are asynchronous, a nodeu is prone to
have clock shifttuδ , which is the difference between the
local time ofu’s clock and the exact time. Therefore, the
relative clock shift betweenu andv is tδ(u, v) = tuδ −tvδ .
This paper always assumestuδ , tδ(u, v) < +∞.

Lemma 3: Any pair of quorums in the same QSΩg

must have at least⌈DuDvm
4̺2 ⌉ rendezvous active time slots

even when the relative clock shift between any pair of
nodes is an arbitrary value.

Proof: A grid QS Ωg satisfies the rotation closure
property according to Lemma 1. Thus any two quorums
Qu and Qv satisfy Qu ∩ S (Qv, i) 6= ∅, where i =
0, · · · ,m−1, whenQu, Qv ∈ Ωg. For any pair of nodes
u andv, there is relative clock shifttδ(u, v) because of
the clock asynchronization. Without loss of generality,
let the rotation ofQv be S (Qv, tδ(u, v)). It means that
the slots inQv shift because of the relative clock shift.
ThusS (Qv, tδ(u, v))∩Qu 6= ∅ for i = 0, · · · ,m−1 if
v ∈ ϑu sincetδ(u, v) mod m is positive and not bigger
thanm− 1. It meansu andv are physically connected
because a period totally containsm time slots.

Next we look for a lower bound of the cardinality of
S (Qv, tδ(u, v))∩Qu. In ADC, any two quorums in the
same QS has at least⌈DuDvm

4̺2 ⌉ rendezvous active time
slots according to Theorem 3 of [8] and Lemma 2,i.e.
|S (Qv, tδ(u, v)) ∩Qu| ≥ ⌈DuDvm

4̺2 ⌉.
Notice that Lemma 3 is obtained without considering

the interference since our schemeADC is applied to
MAC. Thus if |tδ(u, v)| mod m =0 for any pair of nodes
u andv, then the physical connectivity ofADC under the
clock asynchronization is same with that under the clock
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synchronization, and the same result can be obtained
on the parameter load. In the subsection IV-A, we will
analyze the effect of the interference.

Notice that other kind of QSs are also applicable in
ADC according to Lemma 1 in spite that clocks are
synchronous or asynchronous. If a QS should satisfy the
rotate closure property, the quorums in the QS should
satisfy the condition in Lemma 4.

Lemma 4: If a QSΩ satisfies the rotate closure prop-
erty, then the cardinality of any quorum inΩ must be
more than

√
m [13].

The maximum demand. Here the demand condition
is given so each nodeu can afford its demandDu.
It is easy to knowDu ≤ ̺ if the demandDu is im-
plementable. When the interference modelsI presented
in the subsection II-A are considered, the demandDu

cannot necessarily be close to̺. The summation of all
nodes in the same communication setϑu should satisfy
the condition in Lemma 5 if all of the demand of nodes
in ϑu can be implemented. Before we give out Lemma 5,
we introduce a constantc3(I) which is determined by the
interference modelI . We calculatec3(I ) by the technique
of vertex coloring. The vertex coloring means to color
all nodes with minimal number of colors underI . Thus
nodes with same color are interference-free underI .

Lemma 5: When demands of all nodes are imple-
mentable, the demands of nodes belonging to the same
ϑu should satisfy

∑

v∈ϑu

Dv ≤ ̺
c3(I)

, where c3(I ) is a

constant related with the interference modelI .
Proof: When no interference is involved, the nodes

in ϑu share a period. So
∑

v∈ϑu

κv ≤ T ⇒ ∑

v∈ϑu

DvT
̺

≤
T ⇒ ∑

v∈ϑu

Dv ≤ ̺. Under the interference modelI , each

communicate set can transmit or receive in everyc3(I )
periods in order to be interference-free. The average data
rate is ̺

c3(I)
. So

∑

v∈ϑu

Dv ≤ ̺
c3(I)

.

We find it is not always suitable to decrease the
maximum demand of each node since a node should
keep active in at least

√
m time slot to satisfy the rotate

closure property according to Lemma 4. Hence demand
of a nodeu should have a lower bound. Since theQu

contains⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ rows and a column, the lower bound
can be obtained by Lemma 6.

Lemma 6: When theΩg satisfies the rotation closure
property, the demand of each node should satisfyDu ≥
c1̺, wherec1 = 1−

√

1− 1/
√
m, whenm > 1.

Proof: For an arbitrary nodeu, the cardinality ofQu

is 2
√
m⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ − ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ × ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉. By Lemma 4,

we have2
√
m⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ − ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ × ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ ≥ √
m.

⇒2⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ − ⌈Du

2̺ ⌉ × ⌈Du

√
m

2̺ ⌉ ≥ 1. When m = 1,
the above inequality can be always satisfied because
Du/̺ ≤ 1. When m > 1, Du ≥ c1̺, where c1 =

1−
√

1− 1/
√
m.

Let Dk = min
v∈ϑu

Dv so Dk ≥ c1̺ according to

Lemma 6. Thus we have
∑

v∈ϑu

Dv ≥ c1|ϑu|̺.

The load bound. When the condition in Lemma 5 is
satisfied, there still exists competition between a pair of
nodesu and v in the sameϑ, where the competition
between them because|Qu ∩ Qv| > ⌈DuDvm

2̺2 ⌉, u 6= v,
as described in Algorithm 1. Notice that the parameter
K in Algorithm 1 is used to decrease the competition,
whereK is the number of times in which the same node
selects different quorums. It is important to take full
advantage of the time diversity of medium access,i.e. to
decrease the competition between different quorums, in
order to control the channel congestion. Some previous
work designed protocol to minimize the load [8]. But it
is not suitable under a more practical case in this paper.
That is each node has demand different from others’
because of their different network tasks. Furthermore,
we show that it cannot fully use the time slots when
the demand is very low, under which it will degrade the
channel utilization to decrease the load. InADC, we
present the upper- and lower-bound of the load under
the demand constraint given in Lemma 5 and 6.

We first give out a lower bound of the quorum load.
Two propositions 4.1 and 4.2 in [14] gave a result that
L(Ω) ≥ max{ 1

c4(Ω) ,
c4(Ω)
m

}, wherec4(Ω) is the size of
smallest quorum inΩ, and c4(Ω) ≥ √

m according to
Lemma 6. We then have 1

c4(Ω) ≤ 1√
m

and c4(Ω)
m

≥ 1√
m

.

Therefore,L(Ω) ≥ c4(Ω)
m

, which is different from the
result in Theorem in [8], because the rotation closure
property is considered.

Next we discussc4(Ω). Notice that the cardinality of
Qu should be not less than

√
m when the demand of each

nodeDu ≥ c1̺. Otherwise, the rotation closure property
cannot be satisfied. Thereinafter, we analyze the bound
of the load in two case:K = 1 andK ≥ 2.

In Lemma 5, an obvious upper bound of the QS
load appears when a node is required to afford the full
demand.i.e., the demandDv of a nodev ∈ ϑu is not less
than the maximal data rate,Dv ≥ ̺. Under this case, the
cardinality of each quorum ism. Because each node ran-
domly selects a quorum with equal probability and the
probability that each time slot is included in a quorum
is 1

|ϑ| , LS(i) =
∑

Q∈Ω:τi∈Q

PS(Q) =
∑

Q∈Ω:τi∈Q

1
|ϑ| = 1,

LS(Ω) = 1. UnderADC, the cardinality of each quorum
is not bigger thanm and the probability that each
time slot is included in a quorum is less than1|ϑ| . So
LS(Ω) ≤ 1.

Lemma 7: In ADC, the load ofΩg is less than c5
|ϑu| ,

i.e., LS(Ωg) ≤ c5
|ϑu| , when the QSΩg satisfies the

rotation closure properties andK = 1, where c5 =
⌈ 1
c3
⌉ − ⌈ 1

4c23
⌉.
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Proof: Since the cardinality of a quorumQv (v ∈
ϑu) is |Qv| underADC, the probability that a time slot
is included inQv is |Qv|

m
. Suppose there areγ quorums

in eachΩ. |ϑu| ≤ γ ≤ √
m when the summation of all

nodes’ demand in the sameϑu is implementable. So the
probability that a quorum is chosen by a node is1√

m
≤

1
γ
≤ 1

|ϑu| . Therefore, the probability that each time slot is
included in the quorumQv when there are|ϑu| quorums
is 1

|ϑu| ×
|Qu|
m

. The load induced by the strategyS on

a time slot τi is LS(τi) =
∑

Qu∈Ωg :τi∈Qu

1
|ϑu| ×

|Qu|
m

.

Notice there are|ϑu| nodes to select quorums fromΩg,
i.e. Ωg = {Qv : Qv ∈ ϑu}. So

LS(τi) =
1

γm

∑

Qu∈Ωg :τi∈Qu

|Qu|

≤ 1

|ϑu|m
∑

τi∈Qu∈Ωg

{2√m⌈Du

√
m

2̺
⌉ − ⌈Du

√
m

2̺
⌉2}

=
1

|ϑu|
∑

τi∈Qu∈Ωg

{⌈Du

̺
⌉ − ⌈Du

2̺
⌉2} ≤ 1

|ϑu|
(⌈ 1

c3
⌉ − ⌈ 1

4c23
⌉)

(2)

Thus the load induced by the strategyS on the quorum
systemΩg is LS(Ωg) = max

τi∈T
LS(τi) ≤ 1

|ϑu| (⌈
1
c3
⌉ −

⌈ 1
4c23

⌉) = c5
|ϑu| , wherec5 = ⌈ 1

c3
⌉ − ⌈ 1

4c23
⌉.

Now we analyze the upper bound of the QS load
whenK ≥ 2. Here we treat a quorum containing a row
and a column and call the quorum as a bin, so each
node actually selects several such bins according to the
Rule 1. Each node hasK times to select its quorum
in Algorithm 1. Thus the quorum selection problem in
Algorithm 1 is equivalent to thek-round ball placement
problem [15]. Whenmi = 1, we can obtain that the
maximum load achieved by Algorithm 1 is less than
log log

√
m

logK
w.h.p according to Theorem 6 of [16]. When

mi ≥ 2 in each round,i.e. several bins are selected
together in each round, it is equivalent to combining
several bins into one. Therefore, the total number of bins
is correspondingly reduced. We can obtain Lemma 8.

Lemma 8: The maximum load achieved by Algo-
rithm 1 is less thanlog log

√
m

logK
w.h.p.

IV. SYNCHRONOUSDEMAND IMPLEMENTATION

This section evaluates the performance ofADC when
the data aggregation is implemented and clocks are
synchronous, which we call as synchronous demand
implementation. In order to implement the demands, we
construct a tree and design the specific demand imple-
mentation methods. The performance ofADC under the
asynchronization will be analyzed in the next section by
applying the results of this section.

A. Tree Construction

Firstly, a tree T is constructed based onG by
constructing a connected dominator set (CDS). we then
define a new conceptionregion in order to obtain a
conflict-free quorum assignment for each node.

We construct a CDS by the breadth-first-search (BFS)
based onG. Each dominatee connects with the domi-
nator closest to it. In this way,T , rooting ats, can be
constructed and is ranked intoL levels from s. The
level of s is labeledl0. The parent and the children of a
nodeu are denoted byp(u) andc(u) respectively.

We assign QSs for each region in two phases. At the
first phase, a new conceptionregion is defined to obtain
the conflict-free partition by the vertex coloring. At the
second phase, we assign each region with a period so
nodes can be active without confliction.
Phase I: After T is constructed, each node can know
its own level and its one-hop neighbors’ IDs and levels.
The one-hop neighborhood of each nodeu is denoted
by N1(u) and notice thatu ∈ N1(u). We call a one-
hop neighborhood of a non-dominatee node as aregion
(denoted byσ) in the treeT . Notice that any dominatee
does not form a region. Because of interference within a
network, the QSs of some neighboring regions cannot be
assigned a same time slots set. Here, we say two regions
σ1 andσ2 areneighboring (or over-lap) if there are two
nodesu ∈ σ1 and v ∈ σ2 and u (or v) locates in the
interference range ofv (or u).

xu v

(a)

u vx y

(b)

Fig. 3. (a)σu andσv are two over-lap regions. (b)σu andσv are
two neighboring regions.

If two regions are conflict-free,i.e. they are not
neighboring and over-lap, we color them with a same
color. So it is vertex coloring problem to find the minimal
number of colors. The least number of colors, denoted
by c, necessary to color all regions, is affected by the
interference modelI , i.e. we need at leastc(I ) to color
all regions and the regions with same color are conflict-
free. We label each regionσu with a color indexθσu

,
θσu

∈ C = {1, · · · , c(I )}. In order to determine the
least number of colors, we define a parameter (denoted
by ϕ) to denote the interference range under different
interference models. Thus any pair of regions can have
same color if they are more thanη hops apart.
Phase II: Allocate each region with a QS. Because the
quorum is designed in the subsection III-A, each node
belongs to at least one region and some belong to several
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regions. For example,x belongs to two regionsσu and
σv in Figure 3(a). Thus the number of quorums each
node occupies is same with the number of regions it
belongs to. We assign each region with a period,i.e. a
QS, according to the color so each neighboring or over-
lap regions can be conflict-free. For example,σu and
σv are respectively assigned two periodsTu andTv. Let
Tu = {1, 2, 3} andTv = {4, 5, 6} so Tu ∩ Tv = ∅.

We use a natural numberi(i ∈ Z) to label the ID
of a region in order to assign the time slot set conve-
niently. Firstly, we color all the regions by Algorithm 2.
Secondly, each regioni is assigned a slot setLi by
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 Region Coloring

Input : The labels of all regions,σi, i = 1, · · · , |CDS|
and the color setC .
Output : The colored regions.

1: for i = 1, · · · , |CDS| do
2: if There is no region colored withinη hops

centered at a regionσi then
3: σi labels itself with a colorθσi

(∈ C ).
4: else
5: σi selects a colorθσi

from C and θσi
is

different from the colors of other nodes within
η hops centered atσi’s.

6: end if
7: end for

Algorithm 3 Slot Set Assignment

Input : All the colored regions,θσi
, i = 1, · · · , |CDS|

andθσi
∈ CDS.

Output : Each regionσi obtains a slot setLσi
.

1: for j = L , · · · , 0 andσi ⊂ lj do
2: for i = 1, · · · , |CDS| do
3: A region σj

i colored with a color indexθσj
i

is
assigned the slot setLσ

j
i
= θσj

i
mod ϕ× κ.

4: if Lσ
j
i
> max

all c(i)
L
σ
(j+1)

c(i)

then

5: S (Lσ
j
i
,m).

6: end if
7: end for
8: end for

After each region is assigned a period, it can obtain
its quorum according to Algorithm 1. We can design
a determinate quorum selection method rather than the
random one in Algorithm 1. The determinate quorum
selection method is given in Algorithm 4. The difference
between Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 4 is that each node
doesn’t select quorums randomly. By Algorithm 4, we
can obtain some properties.

Here we give a notion:logical connection. Nodesu
and v are logically connected if they locate in each
other’s transmission range. Ifu andv cannot be active in
common time slots, they cannot communicate with each
other. A graph can be logically connected by topology
control algorithms. ThusT is logically connected ifG
is. According to Algorithm 4, it is easy to know that
each pair of nodes are physically connected inT if G
is logically connected.

Algorithm 4 Determinate Quorum Selection
1: Each nodeu collects the level label and quorums of

its neighbors inN1(u);
2: u classifies its neighbors into three sets:S1, S2 and

S3. S1 contains the node inlk−1 and S2 contains
the nodes inlk andS3 contains the nodes inlk+1;

3: if u is the sinkthen
4: S1 = ∅;
5: end if
6: for i = 1, · · · , w do
7: if Qi is not chosethen
8: According to the orderS3, S2 and S1, each

node inS3, S2 andS1 choosesQi.
9: end if

10: end for

Lemma 9: Each pair of neighboring or over-lap re-
gions, and each pair of links in a same region are
conflict-free according to Algorithm 4.

Proof: According to Algorithm 2, any neighboring
(or overlap) regions are colored different colors. In Algo-
rithm 3, the regionsσi andσj colored different colors are
assigned different slot setLσi

andLσj
. Lσi

∩ Lσj
= ∅

according the line 3 in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 4, each
node is assigned a quorum different from that of others
in the same region. According to the definition of QS,
there are only two nodes to be active simultaneously.

Lemma 10: If a nodeu (expects) and its parentp(u)
are respectively assigned the time slotsτu andτp(u), then
τu < τp(u) according to Algorithm 4.

In Algorithm 3, the active period of each node is
earlier than that of its parent. According to Algorithm 4,
the node in the levelli is active earlier than that inli−1

in the same region. Thus we obtain Lemma 10. It is easy
to obtain that each parent will transmit after it receives
all packets from all of its children in the same period.

B. Data Aggregation

This section discusses performance ofADC under
data aggregation. Under data aggregation, the demand of
a parent is the summation of its children,i.e. Dp(u) =
∑

u∈σp(u)

Du. We can obtain that the maximal size of a QS
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among all QSs is determined by the maximal degree of
T so we have Lemma 11.

Lemma 11: max |Ω| = max
u∈T

d2u.

The delay of data aggregation is given in Theorem 12.

Theorem 12: The maximal delay of data aggregation
is O(ϕmR +∆2) by Algorithm 2 and 4.

Proof: Each regionσi is assigned a QSΩi so it costs
|Ωi| to finish all the transmission inσi. Since |Ωi| ≤
max |Ω| according to Lemma 11,max |Ω| = max

u∈T
d2u =

∆2. There exists an assignment method such that the
number of different color is at mostϕ in each level of
the treeT . Let each regionσi be assigned a slot setLσi

.
Thus it needs at mostϕLσi

in each level. Because there
are totallyL levels and the lower levelli is active earlier
than the higher levellj (i > j), the sink costsϕLσi

L

time to collect all data. BecauseLσi
≤ m, L ≤ R and

Lσi
≤ m, ϕLσi

L ≤ ϕmR, the maximal delay of the
data aggregation by our method isϕmR+∆2.

Any schedule has delay at leastR (or D), whereD
is the radius of a network [17]. Whens locates at the
center of a topology, the delay lower boundary can be
reduced to be(ϕm+ 1)D+∆2, whereD = R/2 [17].

V. A SYNCHRONOUSDEMAND IMPLEMENTATION

ADC does not require the global clock synchroniza-
tion. This section aims to analyze the delay of data
aggregation under asynchronization. Existing algorithms
are designed to bound the delay, such as time slot as-
signment algorithm in [18]. However, neighboring nodes
may not be physically connected under asynchronization.
Thus an additional method is given to ensure each pair
of neighboring nodes are physically connected in the
subsection V-B.

A. Asynchronous Delay of Data Aggregation

We assume that the clock shifttuδ (t) of a node
u randomly and uniformly distributes in the interval
[−∞,∞], wheretu andt are local time and exact time.
When u selects a quorumQu, u is actually active in
S (Qu, tδ(t)) because of the clock shifttδ. According
to Algorithm 3, every region is assigned a period in every
ϕ periods. Without loss of generality,u ∈ σu is active in
a periodTu+iϕ, wherei = 1, 2, · · · . For a pair of neigh-
boring nodesu and v, the relative clock shift between
them is tuvδ (t) = tu − tv. Thusu and v have common
active time slots only ifS (Qv, t

uv
δ (t))∩Qu 6= ∅, where

Qu ∈ Tu+iϕ. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 13: If u andv locate in the same region and

i− 1 <
tuv
δ (t)
Tϕ

< i+ 1, wherei = 1, 2, · · · , u andv are
physically connected.

According to Lemma 13, nodes may not be physi-
cally connected because the data aggregation scheme is

adopted under the clock asynchronization. Notice that it
is not caused byADC.

Asynchronous clock causes additional delay on the
delay of data aggregation in order to ensure each pair
of u and v could have common active time slots to
communicate with each other inTu under asynchro-
nization. That meansu and v have to postpone their
communication because of the clock shifttuvδ . But they
can communicate with each other within at mostϕ− 1
additional periods delay if they are physically connected
according to Lemma 13. Therefore, we can obtain the
delay of data aggregation based on Theorem 12 as
illustrated in the following lemma.

Lemma 14: The delay of data aggregation isO((2ϕ−
1)TR + ∆2) under asynchronization if each pair of
neighboring nodes are physically connected.

B. Quorum Share

Although Lemma 3 ensures each pair of nodes
(including non-neighboring) are physically connected,
Lemma 13 indicates each pair of neighboring nodes
must be unable to communicate with each other in some
periods since Algorithm 3 assigned each region with
discontinuous periods. This section designs a scheme
to solve this problem. Supposeσu is assigned periods
Ti, i = 0, ϕ, 2ϕ, · · · , and the clock shift of a node
v ∈ σu is tvδ and Qv contains the time slots setςv.
When ς ′v = ςv + {tvδ} locates in the periods which
does not satisfy the inequality in Lemma 13,v conflicts
with some nodes,i.e. the quorumQv shifts into the
QS of some other nodesxi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,≤ |ϑx|, in
another regionσx, wherev locates in the interference
range ofxi. Notice that there are two kinds of quorum
shifting: (1) a quorumQv only shifts between periods
whentδ mod |T | = 0; (2) a quorumQv shifts among a
QS whentδ mod |T | 6= 0.

In our scheme described in Algorithm 5,v and xi,
i = 1, 2, · · · ,≤ |ϑx| share the quorumQv with equal
probability. Our scheme can deal with two kinds of
quorum shifting.

Algorithm 5 Quorum Share
1: Each nodev sets a listLt storing the nodes’ ID,

which occupyv’s quorumQv.
2: while v detects thatQv is occupied by the nodes not

in its one-hop neighborhood.do
3: v sets a positive natural numberk to bek+ = 1;

4: v sets itself to be active in periodsTi, wherei =
0, kϕ, 2kϕ, · · · ;

5: end while

By Algorithm 5, each pair of neighboring nodes are
physically connected even when the time slot allocation
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algorithm is implemented in Algorithm 3. According
to Algorithm 5, u would be active inTi, where i =
0, kϕ, 2kϕ, · · · . It means thatu is active in part of
periods. Since the grid QS satisfies the rotation closure
property,u is still physically connected with its neigh-
boring nodes. Therefore, we can obtain Lemma 15.

Lemma 15: A pair of neighboring nodes can be phys-
ically connected by Algorithm 5 under asynchronization.

Proof: Suppose a pair of neighboring nodesu andv
respectively select quorumsQu andQv. ThusQu∩Qv 6=
∅. Qu andQv respectively contain the time slot setςu
and ςv. Denote the relative clock shift betweenu and
v is tuvδ . Thus ς ′u = ςu + {tuvδ }. Since the grid QS,
ς ′u ∩ ςv 6= ∅.

In Algorithm 5, each nodeu would be active in
part of periods under asynchronization. We find that
the whole network delay is prolonged while each pair
of neighboring nodes are guaranteed to be physically
connected. The demand ofu would be implemented
lingeringly because the quorumQu of u moves toQ′

u

in another period as shown in Figure 4. We supposeQ′
u

locates in the periodT1 and T1 is originally assigned
to the nodes in the regionσ1. So u would share the
same quorum with some nodes inσ1. At the worst case,
all nodes inσ1 shunt one turn,i.e. they are active in
0, 2ϕ, 4ϕ, · · · . The delay caused by the clock shift is at
most tuδ periods when there is onlyu which has clock
shift under the interference modelI . When the clocks
of every nodes shift, their quorum may also shift. For
example,Qi andQj respectively move to new places,
such asQ′

i and Q′
j , which locate in different periods

in Figure 4. The worst case is thatϕ − 1 regions shift
into one regions, thus the additional delay is at most
ϕ(ϕ − 1)m. According to Theorem 12, we have the
following lemma.

Lemma 16: By Algorithm 5, the delay on the data
aggregation is at mostO(ϕ2mR+∆2) when the clocks
are asynchronous.

T0 T1 T2

Qu Qv

T

u
Q

v
Q

1
t

2
t

3
t 1

t

Fig. 4. Quorums shift because of the clock shift.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

This paper evaluatedADC and B-MAC in a real
testbed running TinyOS on TelosB motes. The testbed
composes of one hundred nodes. We compare the per-
formanceADC against B-MAC on the throughput and
packet receiving ratio (PRR).

A. Experiment Setup

We randomly deployed 100 nodes on an in-door test-
bed. Each sensor node works with its modified internal

antenna, the transmission range of which can be as
small as 10cm. Thus nodes in the original network can
still communicate with each other by multi-hop. After
deployment, we start our experiment, composing of two
phases. At first phase, all the nodes are initially set with
100% duty cycle. At the second phase, nodes in a same
region selected their quorums according to their locations
(parent or leaf node) in the tree and the number of the
leaf nodes underADC. The duty cycle is set 20% under
B-MAC.

UnderADC, eachΩ contains 100 time slots,i.e. m =
100. Each time slot is respectively set as50ms, 1s, 2s
and5s. Each node samples data in every20ms, 50ms,
100ms, 200ms, 300ms, 500ms, 800ms, 1s, 1.5s and
2s, which are called as the data generation period in
Figure 5 and 6. When the experiment starts, the sink
broadcasts a message to synchronize the clocks of all
nodes.

B. Performance Comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of B-
MAC and ADC on the network throughput and PRR.
Although we care about the channel utility, fairness
and energy consumption, the experiment results on two
parameters, throughput and PRR, synthetically reflect the
channel utility.

Throughput . Figure 5 shows the network throughput
respectively underADC and B-MAC. Each node except
the sink generates data at different rate. Because the
nodes should compete the channel access when transmit-
ting each packet, much time is wasted. When the time
slot size is big, for example, 1s, 2s and 5s, the nodes
should cost time on the channel access competition and
any pair of neighboring nodes have much continual time
to transmit packets. As shown in Figure 5(b), 5(c) and
5(d), the throughput under B-MAC is much lower than
that underADC when the time slot size is bigger, such
as1s, 2s and5s. Although the network is synchronized
at the right beginning of the experiment, the clocks of
all nodes shift off after a period of time. Some of nodes
scheduled to wake up at common time may mismatch
especially when time slots are set to be very short. The
throughput under B-MAC is litter higher than that under
ADC when the time slots size is small, such as50ms.
Notice that the network throughput underADC does
not change much when the time slot size changes. But
the time slot size has much effect on the throughput
under B-MAC. The throughput under both B-MAC and
ADC decrease with the increasing of the data generation
period when the period is higher than900ms.

PRR. PRR reflects the channel utility within a net-
work. The PRRs under both B-MAC andADC increase
with the increasing of the data generation period. When
the time slot size is big, such as,1s, 2s and 5s, the
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Fig. 5. The network throughput respectively underADC and B-MAC with different data generation periods.
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Fig. 6. The network PRR respectively underADC and B-MAC with different data generation periods.

PRR underADC is much higher than that under B-
MAC. The results are similar to those on the network
throughput. The time slots size has much effect on the
throughput under B-MAC instead of that underADC.
The PRR under B-MAC increases with the decreasing
of the time slot size.

VII. R ELATED WORK

A. Duty Cycle

In WSNs, many works were put on duty-cycled
networks as following. [19] designed a data forwarding
technique to optimize the data delivery ration, end-to-
end delay or energy consumption under low-duty-cycle
by synchronized mode. [20] designed an opportunistic
flooding scheme for low-duty-cycle networks with unre-
liable wireless links and predetermined wording sched-
ules by locally synchronization. [21] provided a bench-
mark for assessing diverse duty-cycle-aware broadcast
strategies and extend it to distributed implementation.
[22] minimized broadcast transmission delay by a set-
cover-based approximation scheme with both centralized
and distributed algorithms. Using theβ-synchronizer, a
fast distributed algorithm built all-to-one shortest paths
with polynomial message and time complexity [23].
[24] designed an asynchronous duty-cycle broadcasting
to let a node be active very long time when it need
broadcast the data to a large number of neighbors. [25]
analyzed the performance of geographic routing over
duty-cycled nodes and presented a sleeping scheduling

algorithm that can be tuned to achieve a target routing
latency. [26] presented an alternative frame-let based
LPL implementation to improve the network perfor-
mance by opportunistically aggregating packets over the
radio channel.

B. MAC protocol

Some protocols were designed to combine the advan-
tages of TDMA and CSMA. [27] proposed a hybrid
MAC protocol, called Z-MAC, in which, a node always
performs carrier-sensing before transmission. Z-MAC
consumes much energy on the carrier-sensing and also
needs local synchronization among senders in two-hop
neighborhoods. S-MAC [3] and T-MAC [5] employ
RTS/CTS mechanism to solve the the synchronization
failure. Since these protocols use RTS/CTS, their over-
head is quite high [27]. B-MAC [4] is the default MAC
in the operate system of Mica2 and adopts Low Power
Listening (LPL) to solve the asynchronization. Since
LPL consumes much energy, X-MAC reduces the energy
consumption and latency by employing short preamble
and embedding address information of the target in the
preamble [28]. So the non-target receivers can quickly
go back to sleep and the energy is saved. LPL based
preamble transmission may occupy the medium for
much longer time than actual data transmission. So [29]
designed an asynchronous duty cycle MAC: RI-MAC.
It wastes energy especially under low traffic load and
the interference is increased because of the periodical
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broadcasting of beacons.
MAC protocols are also designed to reduce energy

consumption, such as S-MAC [3] and T-MAC [5]. [30]
considered LPL approaches, such as WiseMAC and B-
MAC, are limited to duty cycles of 1-2% and designed
a new MAC protocol called scheduled channel polling
(SCP) to ensure that duty cycles of 0.1% and below
are possible. [30] dynamically adjusts duty cycles in the
face of busy networks and streaming traffic in order
to reduce the latency. [31] presented a new receiver-
initiated link layer A-MAC to support multiple services
under a unified architecture more efficiently and scalably
than prior designs. [32] designed a TDMA-based MAC
primitive module PIP to achieve high throughput for
reliable bulk data transfer.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

Energy conservation is a fundamental issue in WSNs,
which usually relies on wise designs of duty cycling
mechanisms. In this paper, we propose a localized
scheme,ADC, to adaptively adjust the duty cycles of
all nodes in WSNs.ADC leverages the technique of QS
and adjust the duty cycles of sensor nodes according to
their demand, so that all nodes can fairly access their
common channels. We address both synchronous and
asynchronous cases withADC and implement it on a
test-bed with 100 TelosB nodes. The results demonstrate
that ADC significantly improves the WSN performance
such as network throughput and PRR. In our future work,
we plan to design protocols of duty cycle adjustment,
which has more high utilization of active time and lower
duty cycle, so the energy consumption efficiency can be
increased.
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